
“Guidelines at a Glance” for Hampton Bowling Club 

Championships - 2021/22 Season 

These guidelines are to be read in conjunction with, but are subsidiary to, the “Conditions of 

Play” and the “Laws of the Sport of Bowls” and are applicable for events arranged by the Men’s 

Convener 

1. The events arranged by the Men’s Convener are:- 

a. Men’s Singles 

b. Men’s Pairs 

c. Open Triples 

d. Open Fours 

e. Mixed Pairs and 

f. Men’s Handicap (100up) Singles 

2. The events arranged by the Women’s Convener are:- 

a. Women’s Singles 

b. Women’s Pairs 

c. Women’s Handicap (Proportional) Singles and 

d. Minor (Novice) Championship 

3. Entry for the Singles event is free.  The cost of entry for the other events is a “Green 

Fee” ticket or $10. 

a. For entry to the Singles event, place your name on the entry list posted on the 

whiteboard in the clubhouse. 

b. For entry to the other events, place the entry fee(s) into an envelope with the 

event and name(s) of the entrant(s) written on the front of the envelope and 

deposit it into the box in the bowls office door.  The convener will place the names 

onto the sheet displayed on the board in the Club house. 

c. The draw will be posted on the whiteboard the day after entries for the event 

close 

4. After consulting with your opponent(s) on the time and date for the match, place the 

name(s) of the entrant(s), the event and agreed time and date on the rink allocation 

board on the deck to the right of the Men’s locker room, at least two days before the 

match.  The Greenkeeper or Greens Director will allocate the rink. 

5. Opening days for events may have 2 rounds, one in the morning and a second in the 

afternoon, to facilitate completion of the events within the timeframe available.  A 

player/team may opt-out of the second game that day without query but must 

negotiate with their opponents to play the game before the next round is scheduled.  

Wednesday night games on the synthetic green under lights provide an alternate time, 

particularly for those with work commitments. 

  



6. Club uniform or any other Bowls Australia approved attire is required for games on the 

scheduled opening day for each event and Club Uniform is required for the final. 

7. In the Singles and Handicap (100up) events, the player higher in the draw is required 

to appoint a Marker.  Guidelines for Markers are posted on the club noticeboard. 

8. Scheduling of Club Championship games attempts to minimize clashes with higher 

level Bowls Victoria and Sandbelt region games however some clashes may occur due 

to the limited dates available in the calendar.  In such circumstances the affected 

player may negotiate with his/her opponent(s) for the match to be re-scheduled or use 

a substitute or replacement player if a team game.  If neither of these options is 

possible, then the player must elect to play in the higher level event and forfeit the 

club match or withdraw from the higher level event. 

9. A dead end occurs if the jack finishes out of play or rebounds to less than 18 metres 

from the mat, in which case the end does not count and must be replayed.  Play should 

be in the same direction unless the players in singles or skippers in team games elect 

to replay the end in the opposite direction.  The bowls must be transported to behind 

the mat being careful to not disturb play on adjacent rinks. 

10. It is traditional bowls etiquette for the winners to buy a drink for their opponents (and 

marker in a singles game). 

11. Spectators are reminded that they must respect the players by:- 

a. remaining still if in the line of sight of a bowler on the mat prior to and during 

delivery 

b. remaining quiet prior to and during a delivery 

c. keeping clear of the bank area used by the players to sit and store their belongings 

and 

d. not engaging in conversation with the players during a game  
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